SC Series Sorting Conveyor

SORTING CONVEYOR FOR SORTING OF
MIXED PAPER, GLASS, OR PLASTICS

REM® SC Series Sorting Conveyors provide an affordable and convenient
method for sorting and processing a wide range of recyclables.

EASY TO USE
Simply feed various materials onto the conveyor belt (optional hydraulic lift
available for dumping containers, carts, boxes, etc.) and use the foot operated
switch(es) to control the belt feed. REM® sorting conveyors increase worker
productivity and improve product quality. They are quality built, with the same
field proven design used in all of REM’s® recycling machinery.

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION
Built tough for many years of service REM’s® SC is built with a classic slat
bed design featuring a reinforced loading area for minimal belt deflection. We
offer standard belt widths of 30” through 60” (in 6” increments), standard and
custom lengths, inclines, and discharge heights available in many configurations. REM’s® drive packages are sized for each particular application making
material transfer effortless! Belt materials and variations are matched to your
specific requirements. Bolt together modular conveyor sections (for conveyors
longer than fifteen feet) allow for your future growth and expansion, simply add a
bolt-on section to extend your conveyor length and discharge height. To put our
model SC Series Sorting Conveyor to work for you, call 1-800-745-4736.

SC Series Sorting Conveyor

Features:

Dimensions:

•30” wide heavy-duty PVC conveyor belt
•Foot operated belt feed
•All drive parts fully enclosed for safety
•Conveyor belt return fully enclosed
•Motor speed reducer and chain drive
•4” casters for mobility
•Standard lengths in 5’ increments
•40 FPM belt speed (approx.)
•12’ power cord, 110v only
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Height (A)
Adjustable from 36" - 44"
Length (B)
16' 4" 21' 4" 26' 4"
Width (C)
41"
41"
41"
Weight approx. lbs.
750
925
1100

Electrical safety features:
•110, 208, 240, or 480v
•NEMA-3R (outdoor) enclosures
•Magnetic starter
•Overload protection
•One foot switch standard in 15’ lengths and
two on longer units

Specifications:
•All steel construction
•Motor hp: 1-1/2, 2, 3 depending on length
•Adjustable sorting heights from 36-44”

Options:
•Variable speed
•Power cord
•Custom widths up to 72” in 6” increments
•Custom lengths up to 100’ in 5’ increments
•Stainless steel pan insert for use with
overhead magnet
•Foot switch start/stop variation
LIMITED ONE YEAR WARRANTY
*All dimensions are nominal +/- 1”
*Specifications subject to change without notice,
without incurring responsibility to previous units sold
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